Assignment 5

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.

As per our records, you have not submitted this assignment.

1) "Melancholy, my remedy in this dull nature
This is the medicine with which you live
Mending a complexion of love."

According to these lines, Cassandra's "face at Midsummer", the active mood finds in nature a _______.

- Teacher
- God
- Friend
- Muse

Re: the answer is incorrect.

Correct Answer: Muse

2) What "conveys itself in the balance or reconciliation of opposite or discordant qualities"?

- The aesthetic suction
- The digital suction
- The fuzzy
- The secondary imagination

Re: the answer is incorrect.

Correct Answer: The aesthetic suction

3) "I think it, no more, and the hot
Wine, which man sull or hear each other"

Re: the line is from "Ariel: Is a high ligeage", some unsure argu, might be describing:

- A gardener
- A seems from a popular novel
- A hospital
- A ted

Re: the answer is incorrect.

Correct Answer: A gardener

4) A running theme through Shelley's poems is _______. This is reflected in a divine, unifying spirit cours through all things in the universe.

- Prophecy
- Pantheism
- Christianity
- Abhas

Re: the answer is incorrect.

Correct Answer: Pantheism

5) The Romantic poets believed in the organic linkage of nature and the human soul. Which of the following lines does NOT display this?

- "We cute, impudent, and wise!
- "So he far yields more than the human soul that through me she
- "How often has my spirit turned to thee!
- "In a great peak, black and high, I feel with voluntary power indial/ransformed for head

Re: the answer is incorrect.

Correct Answer: "We cute, impudent, and wise!

6) "Wroveworth's poems stress his connection with specific locations and places look toward to the contemporary landscape of _______.

- Sea coast
- Province
- New Horizons
- Revolution

Re: the answer is incorrect.

Correct Answer: Sea coast

7) In "Ode to the West Wind", the wind acts as a symbol of _______.

- General.
- Climate change
- Rebellion
- Volatility

Re: the answer is incorrect.

Correct Answer: General.

8) What John Clare, against whom he remans thus in "The Village Minstrel?"

- Thou more was once in figure, freedom clipped
- Endeavour
- Delineation
- Reivation expansion

Re: the answer is incorrect.

Correct Answer: "Thou more was once in figure, freedom clipped"

9) "A common theme that runs through "The Gothic Desk" and "The Ancient Bards" is _______.

- Nature is unruhaw
- Superstition
- The world as ecospaceology
- Social responsibility

Re: the answer is incorrect.

Correct Answer: Nature is unruhaw

10) In "Ode to a high ligeage", leaves of the tree, and other _______?

- The cup
- Close
- Handy
- God

Re: the answer is incorrect.

Correct Answer: Handy